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QUESTION 1

Which of the following are possible assignments when setting up output devices in SAP systems based on AS ABAP?
(Choose two) 

A. An output device can be directly assigned to a logical spool server. 

B. An output device must be assigned to a specific spool work process. 

C. An output device does not need to be assigned to a spool server. 

D. An output device can be directly assigned to a physical spool server. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 2

Tuning the performance of an SQL Server instance includes configuring the memory used by this instance on a given
host. An optimal memory configuration depends on several aspects such as; memory requirements of the SQL Server
itself, hardware resources, other applications installed on the host, or internal usage of the values of the two most
important SQL Server parameters - min server memory and max server memory. For which exact purposes can the
database administrator use these parameters? (Choose two) 

A. To determine the maximum size of memory used by the whole SQL Server system with help of max server memory 

B. To determine the maximum size of the buffer pool, because it never increases its memory allocation above the value
specified in max server memory 

C. To determine the minimum size of the buffer pool, because it never drops its memory allocation below the value
specified in min server memory 

D. To determine the maximum size of the data cache, because it never increases its memory allocation above the value
specified in max server memory 

E. To determine the minimum size of the data cache, because it never drops its memory allocation below the value
specified in min server memory 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following terms are correlated to the (ABAP-based) SAP system monitoring infrastructure? (Choose two) 

A. Alert Memory 

B. Alert Server 

C. Data Supplier 

D. Monitoring Tree Element 
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Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 4

Due to parameter maintenance, you need to stop (and later restart) the SQL Server instance. How can you perform
this? (Choose three) 

A. Stop the service SQL Server (MSSQLSERVER) in Administrative Tools >> Services. 

B. Stop the SQL Server instance in the SAP System Management Console (sapmmc). 

C. Stop the SQL Server in SQL Server Management Studio. 

D. Stop the service SQL Server (MSSQLSERVER) in Administrative Tools >> Services. To perform the stopping (and
restarting) as quickly as possible, answer the question whether you also want to stop the service SQL Server Agent
(MSSQLSERVER) with \\'No\\'. 

E. Stop the service SQL Server (MSSQLSERVER) in the SQL Server Configuration Manager. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 5

Which tools in the SAP NetWeaver AS 7.00 ABAP and Java Stack are responsible for the registration process in the
System Landscape Directory (SLD)? (Choose two) 

A. The whole mechanism to register an ABAP based SAP system is event triggered. Once a change in the configuration
happens, a background job informs the SLD. 

B. The transaction RZ21 allows the configuration of the SLD connection. 

C. SAP systems based on AS Java cannot register to the SLD. 

D. SAP systems based on AS Java can register to the SLD using the SLD Data Supplier Service in Visual
Administrator. 

E. The main ABAP transaction to inform the SLD is RZ70. The SAP gateway is involved. 

Correct Answer: DE 
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